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Audio System

Posted by einsvonzehn - 2016/05/06 20:31
_____________________________________

Hi again, still have a couple of things to fix.
After getting the radio/lights sorted out, I now have a radio and tape working BUT only out of the
passenger side door, left side as mine is a RHD import from Japan which was based in Cardiff til being
exported to Spain in 2006.I bought it last week.
I have a workshop manual but it apears to be for US and Canada models,the colour coding is not the
same as my wiring which has 2 colours, whereas the book shows single colour wiring.
Looking to the back of the radio, the multi socket pins. Are these speaker outgoing pairs vertical eg. left
top FRH, left bottom FLH speakers, or paired sidewards.
To give the whole story the woofer and the 2 small speakers are dead as well.
============================================================================

Re: Audio System

Posted by einsvonzehn - 2016/05/07 11:46
_____________________________________

Update: Having taken the door panels off, tested the speakers, all ok.
I connected another speaker to the connectors at the speakers and nothing coming.
I am thinking that whilst only the left door speaker is working, could it be the Stereo component amp at
fault.
Is this located under the steering wheel panel?
But what confuses me is the woofer is not working.
This is fed from each of the audio circuits so if the left speaker is working why is nothing coming out of
the woofer?
I hope someone has some tips as I dont know how I could test the Stereo Comp. amp.
Mayby one of you come up with another idea as I am no expert at audio systems. To me this seems
complicated for an old car.
============================================================================
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